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The Hershey Company's Global Research & Development group is a primary driver of our long-term strategic vision.
Leveraging R&D centers.

The cup is highly detailed, each tier clearly represented in milk chocolate. Leave their entrepreneurial team
there, provide the resources they need and just stay out of their way. Its brand is strong and it sells quickly in
stores, like candy. The founder left early on and the chocolate market dipped. It has new leadership and has
made some key hires, including James Katzman, a retired Goldman Sachs Group partner. The push under J.
While the nation has struggled to emerge from the Great Recession, Hershey's stock has more than doubled in
value. Market research has led Hershey to believe that one of the key areas in candy sales over the next few
years is in the "hand-to-mouth" snack category. Heavy doors close off most labs and manufacturing sections,
but built-in safety windows allow glimpses of strange-looking machinery and floor-to-ceiling shelves lined
with bulk ingredients. All rights reserved About Us. But it is here, in what is arguably the heart of U. All the
while, she's trying to balance a controlling shareholder, a school with a mission and a town tied to its
traditions. Bankers chagrin the few snack brands that are both growing and of scale. Increasingly, Hershey is
taking a data-driven approach to ensure that its new products are what consumers actually want. In , it
launched Milka Oreo candy bars. Hershey's emboldened competitor has in the past 18 months slapped its mark
on the U. What colors resonate with candy eaters? They're absent the spectacle that happens every few years,
when deal talk bubbles, and journalists try to quickly imbue themselves in the quirky company called Hershey.
The trust accused then-CEO Rick Lenny of being unforthcoming about deal talks with Cadbury and company
performance, according to media reports at the time. Buck has helped shape its snacking initiatives. Hershey
has tried to move beyond chocolate over and over. After decades of controversy and infighting at the Hershey
Trust, turmoil has also subsided. Chocolate magnate Milton S. When he took the reins of the thenyear-old
chocolate company, several themes immediately emerged. Michele Buck Source: Business Wire "She has
history and legacy here, and has really grounded herself in the purpose of the company, but has a bold new
vision," said Todd Tillemans, president of the company's U. Bradley C. All the while, Hershey will continue
to fiercely defend its profitable and powerful chocolate business. This information has become another
product, and Hershey sells it alongside its Kisses to its other customers -- resellers like Walmart and CVS.
Investors have been duly impressed, making Hershey Co. The Hershey Library the Patriot-News AP "There
has never been and never will be any informal back-and-forth between our two entities regarding the Hershey
Company's strategy, management and merger and acquisition transaction decisions. Bower Bloomberg Getty
Images Investors were vexed. The policy of The Hershey Company is to extend opportunities to qualified
applicants and employees on an equal basis regardless of an individual's race, color, gender, age, national
origin, religion, citizenship status, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, transgender status,
physical or mental disability, protected veteran status, genetic information, pregnancy, or any other categories
protected by applicable federal, state or local laws.


